115 CLUB AT HOME

Week 2: Space Week

Junk Model Space Ships
Big or small, great creative way to get rid of some
of that plastic or carboard junk.

-

Materials
Junk materials
Glue
Sticky tape
Paint
String & wool
Tin foil

Space Cookie Recipe
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

225g butter softened
110g caster sugar
275g plain flour
Vanilla essence
75g white or milk chocolate chips (optional)
Icing
Food colouring

Heat the oven to 190C/170C fan/gas 5. Cream the butter in a large bowl with a
wooden spoon until it is soft. Add the sugar and keep beating until the mixture is light
and fluffy. Sift in the flour and add the optional ingredients, if you’re using them.
Bring the mixture together with your hands in a figure-of-eight motion until it forms a
dough.
Roll the dough into walnut-sized balls and place them slightly apart from each other
on a baking sheet (you don’t need to butter or line it). Flatten the balls a little with the
palm of your hand and bake them in the oven for around 10-12 mins until they are
golden brown and slightly firm on top. Leave the cookies on a cooling rack for around
15 mins before icing.

Space Colourings

Space Colourings

Design a Space Race board game

Design a board game with a space theme. It could be who can get to the moon first, or trip to
mars, or get all the parts for your space ship. There can be obsticals, you’ve hit an astotoid
belt, move back three spaces, aliens board the ship and up grade your engine move forard
two spaces; if you roll a 6 you get 2 rocket boosters for your ship etc.
Your imagination is the limit.
Some materials you may need include:
-

Card or cardboard

-

Old buttons or bottle lids for counters (these could be decorated to look like space
ships)

-

Glue, paint, sticky tape

-

Felt tips

-

Other materials for decoration.

Robotic Dancing
Dressing up like a robot.
Materials
- Any shiny clothes you may have
- Tin foil
- Silver paint
- Boxes
- Plastic lids
- Various plastic junk

Once you have your costume ready now
try out some robotic dancing.

For some robot dancing music:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hpLULy-gjyc
This one is for 4 to 5 year olds
View some awesome robotic dancing:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R4EuUCajnz8
Step by step learn to dance Robot
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AjgRmEmlaFs
Wobble: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LY-9zbGGK44
The chair: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WOUHdAdnCgo
Ticking: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2J2jOTM8DJA

As the above tutorials are on You Tube please ensure that there is adult supervision.

Planet & space wax crayon art
Materials
-

Paper
Coloured pencils
wax crayons
Cocktail stick for scraping off black crayon

Using coloured pencils or crayons please cover whole page with lots of different colours.
When you have the whole sheet covered, use the black crayon and thickly cover the same
space and until you can no longer see the colour. Using the cocktail stick scrape off your
design. Try and create a planet, perhaps with rings like Saturn.

If you don’t have any wax crayons you can use poster paints instead. Ensure the colour
paints are all dried before you put the black paint over it. When the black paint is dry you
can scrape it like the crayon with the cocktail stick.

Be careful with the cocktail sticks, especially if you have pets not to let it fall on the floor.
Put into bin as soon as you have finished your design.

